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Near-infrared spectroscopy (NIRS) and diffuse optical imaging (DOI)

are finding widespread application in the study of human brain

activation, motivating further application-specific development of the

technology. NIRS and DOI offer the potential to quantify changes in

deoxyhemoglobin (HbR) and total hemoglobin (HbT) concentration,

thus enabling distinction of oxygen consumption and blood flow

changes during brain activation. While the techniques implemented

presently provide important results for cognition and the neurosciences

through their relative measures of HbR and HbT concentrations, there

is much to be done to improve sensitivity, accuracy, and resolution. In

this paper, we review the advances currently being made and issues to

consider for improving optical image quality. These include the optimal

selection of wavelengths to minimize random and systematic error

propagation in the calculation of the hemoglobin concentrations, the

filtering of systemic physiological signal clutter to improve sensitivity to

the hemodynamic response to brain activation, the implementation of

overlapping measurements to improve image spatial resolution and

uniformity, and the utilization of spatial prior information from

structural and functional MRI to reduce DOI partial volume error

and improve image quantitative accuracy.
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Introduction

Near-infrared spectroscopy (NIRS) and diffuse optical imaging

(DOI) are emerging techniques used to study neural activity in the

human brain. DOI employs safe levels of optical radiation in the

wavelength region 650–950 nm, where the relatively low

attenuation of light accounts for an optical penetration through

several centimeters of tissue. As a result, it is possible to

noninvasively probe the human cerebral cortex using near-infrared

light and to monitor the cerebral concentration of hemoglobin,

which is the dominant near-infrared absorbing species in the brain.

Furthermore, the difference in the near-infrared absorption spectra
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of oxyhemoglobin (HbO2) and deoxyhemoglobin (HbR) allows the

separate measurement of the concentrations of these two species.

To achieve this goal, it is sufficient to perform NIRS measurements

at two wavelengths. The sum of the concentrations of oxy- and

deoxyhemoglobin provides a measure of the cerebral blood volume

(CBV), while the individual concentrations of the two forms of

hemoglobin are the result of the interplay between physiological

parameters such as regional blood volume, blood flow, and

metabolic rate of oxygen consumption. NIRS thus offers an

advantage over BOLD–fMRI which cannot disentangle blood flow

and oxygen consumption changes without also acquiring blood

flow images (Davis et al., 1998; Hoge et al., 1999). This ability is

potentially important for a wide range of brain studies particularly

of the developing and diseased brain. Extension of a spectroscopic

measurement in a single location to include a large number of

sources and detectors enables reconstruction of diffuse optical

images of a large area of the brain.

Since the mid-1990s, an increasing number of researchers have

used near-infrared spectroscopy and diffuse optical imaging for

human functional brain studies. They have employed the technique

to study cerebral response to visual (Heekeren et al., 1997; Meek et

al., 1995; Ruben et al., 1997), auditory (Sakatani et al., 1999), and

somatosensory (Franceschini et al., 2003; Obrig et al., 1996)

stimuli; other areas of investigation have included the motor

system (Colier et al., 1999; Hirth et al., 1996; Kleinschmidt et al.,

1996) and language (Sato et al., 1999). Still other researchers have

addressed the prevention and treatment of seizures (Adelson et al.,

1999; Sokol et al., 2000; Steinhoff et al., 1996; Watanabe et al.,

2000) and psychiatric concerns such as depression (Eschweiler et

al., 2000; Matsuo et al., 2000; Okada et al., 1996b), Alzheimer

disease (Fallgatter et al., 1997; Hanlon et al., 1999; Hock et al.,

1996), and schizophrenia (Fallgatter and Strik, 2000; Okada et al.,

1994), as well as stroke rehabilitation (Chen et al., 2000; Nemoto

et al., 2000; Saitou et al., 2000; Vernieri et al., 1999).

While NIRS and DOI hold great promise as tools for cognition

and the neurosciences, there are limitations to their application, as

well as technological advances that will enhance their application.

Estimation of the oxy- and deoxyhemoglobin concentrations is

sensitive to random measurement error and systematic errors

arising from incorrect model parameters. Of significant concern is
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cross-talk in the estimate of the oxy- and deoxyhemoglobin

concentrations. These errors can be partially reduced by judicial

choice of measurement wavelengths (Sato et al., 2004; Strangman

et al., 2003; Uludag et al., 2002; Yamashita et al., 2001).

The diffuse nature of photon migration through the tissue limits

the penetration depth and thus the sensitivity to brain activation

occurring subcortically. The sensitivity to brain activation is further

compromised by contamination from several systemic physiolog-

ical signals, which can have a larger percent signal variation than

that of the brain activation and in some cases may even phase-lock

with the stimulation (Franceschini et al., 2003; Obrig et al., 2000;

Toronov et al., 2000).

DOI can potentially achieve spatial resolution of 1 cm in the

axes parallel to the scalp in the adult human brain close to the skull

(resolution degrades rapidly with increasing depth in the brain).

However, current measurement strategies primarily utilize non-

overlapping geometric arrangements of sources and detectors, and

thus spatial resolution is no better than the typical source-detector

separation of 3 cm (Boas et al., 2004). Spatial resolution in the

depth axis is significantly worse in adult humans due to the small

source-detector separations that can be used (b5 cm). Depth

resolution could be improved if transmission measurements were

made. However, while this is possible in newborn babies (Hintz et

al., 1999), it is generally not possible in adult humans.

The limited depth resolution of DOI causes significant partial

volume error and prevents absolute amplitude accuracy in the

estimates of the hemoglobin concentration response to brain

activation. As a result, quantitative comparison of response

amplitudes from different brain regions within a subject and from

the same brain region between subjects is compromised. Prior spatial

information is required to overcome the partial volume problem.

This information can be provided by fMRI if the brain activations

measured by fMRI and DOI are correlated in space and time.

Again, NIRS has demonstrated the promise and feasibility of

diffuse optical methods as tools for cognition and neuroscience. To

realize their full potential, however, diffuse optical imaging

methods need further development and implementation. In this

paper, we review the current technological issues with diffuse

optical imaging and the progress being made towards resolving

these issues with example results from our laboratory. Specifically,

1. We review the recent discussion on choosing optimal wave-

lengths for minimizing noise and cross-talk in the estimate of

the hemoglobin concentrations.

2. We discuss the strong presence of systemic physiological

signals in the optical data, which interferes with estimates of

the hemodynamic response to brain activation, and then

present examples of how straightforward signal processing

can help to distinguish the different systemic physiological

components from the brain activation signal, to ultimately

improve the contrast-to-noise ratio estimate of the hemody-

namic response function.

3. We review the significant improvement in spatial resolution

and relative amplitude accuracy provided by overlapping

measurements of the tissue.

4. We emphasize that partial volume error leads to an under-

estimate of the concentration changes. While this is well

known, many papers still report quantitative units for

concentrations changes, although only the relative units are

accurate. Generally, the relative accuracy is sufficient for brain

activation studies.
5. Absolute DOI amplitude accuracy requires better spatial

resolution, particularly in depth, as can be provided by spatial

prior information from, for example, MRI. We review

progress in the spatial-temporal correlation of fMRI and

DOI that will provide more insight into the biophysics of

their respective signals. Ultimately, the routine combination

of fMRI and DOI will provide high spatial-temporal

resolution of brain activation with quantitative measures of

the hemodynamic, metabolic, and neuronal response to brain

activation.

Diffuse optical imaging forward and inverse problem basics

Many researchers (e.g., Furutsu, 1980; Groenhuis et al., 1983;

Ishimaru, 1978; Johnson, 1970; Patterson et al., 1989) have shown

that the photon fluence rate, U(r, t) (photons/[cm2d s]), obeys the

following diffusion equation in highly scattering media:

jd D rð ÞjU r; tð Þ � vla rð ÞU r; tð Þ þ vS r; tð Þ ¼ BU r; tð Þ
Bt

: ð1Þ

U(r, t) is proportional to the photon number density U(r, t)

(photons/cm3), that is, U(r, t) = vU(r, t). The turbid medium is

characterized by a speed of light, v, an absorption coefficient la

(i.e., the multiplicative inverse of the photon absorption length),

and a photon diffusion coefficient, D = v/3(lVs + la) i v/3(lVs);
since in most tissues lVs J la. The medium’s reduced scattering

coefficient is defined as lVs = (1 � g)ls and represents the

multiplicative inverse of the photon random walk steplength, l*.

Here, ls is the reciprocal of the photon scattering length, l, and

g = bcos hN is the ensemble-averaged cosine of the scattering

angle h associated with a typical single scattering event in the

sample; g accounts for the fact that light is more typically

scattered in the forward direction, so that many scattering events

are required before the initial photon propagation direction is

truly randomized. S(r, t) is an isotropic source term that provides

the number of photons emitted at position r and time t per unit

volume per unit time.

The forward solution of the diffusion equation can be obtained

for arbitrary tissue geometries with spatially varying optical

properties using finite-difference (Barnett et al., 2003; Hielscher

et al., 1998), finite-element (Arridge et al., 1993; Okada et al.,

1996a; Paulsen and Jiang, 1995), and Monte Carlo (Boas et al.,

2002; Graaff et al., 1993; Hayakawa et al., 2001; Hiraoka et al.,

1993; Wang et al., 1995) methods. As diffuse optical imaging

measurements on the adult human head typically have source-

detector separations of 2–4 cm, the head can be considered a semi-

infinite medium locally. This simplistic assumption enables an

analytic solution of the diffusion equation (Bonner et al., 1987;

Haskell et al., 1994; Kienle and Patterson, 1997b) to be used for

simulations to test the accuracy and resolution of diffuse optical

imaging experiments (Culver et al., 2001; Koizumi et al., 2003).

Such simplified simulations are valuable for guiding the optimi-

zation of experimental design, which can then be verified with

more sophisticated simulations.

The absorption and scattering properties of the tissue are

wavelength-dependent. The absorption coefficient of the medium

is proportional to the concentration of the different chromophores

within the medium. For near-infrared wavelengths of 650 to 950

nm, the dominant chromophores in tissue are oxy- and deoxy-
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hemoglobin. Thus, the wavelength-dependent absorption coeffi-

cient is given by

laðkÞ ¼ eHbO2
ðkÞ HbO2½ � þ eHbRðkÞ Hbr½ �; ð2Þ

where k indicates the photon wavelength, eHbO2
(k) and eHbR(k) are

the intrinsic wavelength-dependent extinction coefficients of oxy-

and deoxyhemoglobin, respectively, and [HbO2] and [HbR] are the

local hemoglobin concentrations that can vary in space and time.

Through spectroscopic measurements of the absorption coefficient,

we can thus estimate the hemoglobin concentrations. The possibility

exists that near-infrared spectroscopy can also measure the

absorption of cytochrome oxidase noninvasively in the human

brain. The reader is referred to other publications for that discussion

(Uludag et al., 2002; Wobst et al., 2001; Wray et al., 1988).

Generally, the change in detected intensity denoted as a change

in optical density, DOD, is linearly proportional to a small change

in the absorption coefficient

DOD t; kð Þ ¼ � log
U t; kð Þ
U0 kð Þ

�
¼ Dla t; kð ÞL kð Þ;

�
ð3Þ

where the logarithm is a natural logarithm, Uo is the average

detected photon fluence, and L is the effective average pathlength

of light through the tissue experiencing the absorption change

(Arridge et al., 1992; Delpy et al., 1988). These parameters are

wavelength-dependent. The effective pathlength is independent of

time when the temporal absorption changes are small. This

formulation is known as the modified Beer-Lambert law (Cope

and Delpy, 1988; Delpy et al., 1988).

The modified Beer-Lambert law can be generalized for a set of

discrete volume elements (i.e., voxels), each having a potentially

different absorption change

DODi t; kð Þ ¼
XNvox

j¼1

Dla;j t; kð ÞLi;j kð Þ ð4Þ

where Li ,j is the effective pathlength of detected photons for the ith

measurement in the jth voxel. Eq. (4) can be written in matrix form

as y = Ax and can be derived from the photon diffusion equation

[Eq. (1)] using the Rytov approximation (Arridge, 1999), which

finds

Li; j ¼ U0 rs;i; rj
�
U0 rj; rd;i

�
;

��
ð5Þ

where rs,i and rd ,i are the source and detector positions,

respectively, for the ith measurement.

This is the basis of image reconstruction algorithms in which an

image of Dla (i.e., the vector x) can be obtained from a set of

measurements (i.e., the vector y) through inversion of the matrix A

(i.e., the effective pathlengths Li ,j). While several advanced

imaging algorithms have been developed—including analytic

diffraction tomography approaches (Cheng and Boas, 1998; Li et

al., 1997; Matson and Liu, 1999; Schotland, 1997), perturbation

approaches (Arridge and Schweiger, 1995; Barbour et al., 1995;

O’Leary et al., 1995; Schotland et al., 1993; Yao et al., 1997), the

Taylor series expansion approach (Jiang et al., 1996; Paulsen and

Jiang, 1995), gradient-based iterative techniques (Arridge and

Schweiger, 1998), elliptic systems method (ESM) (Gryazin et al.,
1999; Klibanov et al., 1997), and Bayesian conditioning (Barnett et

al., 2003; Eppstein et al., 1999)— the most widely used methods

for diffuse optical functional brain imaging incorporate a semi-

infinite forward model (Kienle and Patterson, 1997a; Patterson et

al., 1989) and either backprojection (Colak et al., 1997; France-

schini et al., 2000; Maki et al., 1995, Walker et al., 1997) or

perturbation approaches (Arridge, 1999).

For the usual case of fewer measurements than unknowns, the

linear problem is underdetermined and is given by the regularized

Moore-Penrose generalized inverse

x̂x ¼ AT AAT þ asmaxI
��1

y;
�

ð6Þ

where I is the identity matrix, smax is the maximum eigenvalue of

AAT, and a is the regularization parameter that we set to 10�3 in

the examples below unless otherwise noted. For comparison, the

interpolation backprojection scheme often used to date for func-

tional optical brain imaging is given by (Walker et al., 1997)

x̂x ¼ ASð ÞTy; ð7Þ

where the diagonal matrix S acts to column normalize (1 norm) the

matrix A.
Optimum wavelengths and cross-talk in estimating hemoglobin

concentrations

Estimating the oxy- and deoxyhemoglobin concentration

changes during brain activation requires measurements at two or

more wavelengths. Most published optical results of functional

brain activation studies are based on two wavelength measure-

ments, and evidence suggests that two wavelengths can provide

sufficient accuracy (Sato et al., 2004; Strangman et al., 2003;

Yamashita et al., 2001). We consider the question of what are the

best two wavelengths for accurately characterizing the concen-

tration changes.

When choosing the optimum wavelengths, the absorption

spectra of the main tissue chromophores in the near infrared,

oxy- and deoxyhemoglobin and water should be considered (Wray

et al., 1988) (figure not shown due to space limitations). Wave-

lengths should be chosen in the range of 670 to 900 nm, as shorter

wavelengths are too strongly absorbed by hemoglobin, and longer

wavelengths are strongly absorbed by water. In addition, to

maximize sensitivity to hemoglobin oxygenation changes, it is

necessary to choose a wavelength above and below the hemoglo-

bin isobestic point at 805 nm, where oxy- and deoxyhemoglobin

have the same intrinsic absorption coefficient. It is common to

choose 830 nm as one of the wavelengths as the hemoglobin

absorption spectra change little from 830 to 900 nm, and the

sensitivity of photomultiplier tubes decreases rapidly above 840

nm. Even in systems with silicon-based photodetectors with

sensitivity beyond 900 nm, it is common to use 830 nm. The

choice of wavelength below 800 nm has been variable-dependent

on the instrument available. Recently, however, a consensus has

begun to emerge that pairing 690 or 750 nm with 830 nm is

optimal in the sense of minimizing random and systematic errors

(Sato et al., 2004; Strangman et al., 2003; Yamashita et al., 2001).

The error in the estimated hemoglobin concentrations is

determined from a straightforward error propagation from the



Fig. 1. An example of cross-talk between oxy- (red lines) and deoxy-

hemoglobin (blue lines) changes during finger-tapping stimulation.

Stimulus duration indicated by the horizontal green bar. The cross-talk

between oxy- and deoxyhemoglobin for detector 1 is due to the inaccuracy

of the pathlength factor. The cross-talk is negligible for detector 2

presumably due to a more accurate estimate of the pathlength factors for

the positioning of the detector relative to the brain activation. The same

pathlength factors were used for detectors 1 and 2.
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error in the absorption coefficient change. We rewrite Eq. (2) as

m = Ec where the ith element of vector m contains the absorption

coefficient change for the ith wavelength, the vector c contains the

oxy- and deoxyhemoglobin concentration changes, and the matrix

E contains the extinction coefficients. The concentration changes

are then given by

c ¼ ðeT eÞ�1eTl ð8Þ

and random error in m gives rise to random error in c as

r2
c ¼ eT e

��1
eTrl

� �� �
eT e

��1
eTrl

� �T

; ð9Þ

where rc is the standard deviation in c and rm is the standard

deviation in m. As discussed by Corlu et al. (2003), the standard

deviation in c can be minimized by minimizing the condition

number of E, which is the ratio of the maximum eigenvalue of E to

the minimum eigenvalue of E. Considering two wavelengths

spanning from 670 to 900 nm, the condition number is minimized

when one wavelength is less than 710 nm and the other is above

830 nm. This calculation assumes that the standard deviation in the

estimate of the absorption coefficient is constant with wavelength.

In fact, the stronger absorption below 710 nm increases the

measurement noise in DOD and thus Dla. This effect on the

estimation of oxygen saturation has been considered in Yamashita

et al. (2001) and Zourabian et al. (2000). This wavelength-

dependent measurement error results in 680–700 and 750–760 nm

being roughly equivalent when paired with 830 nm. Interestingly,

the condition number is smaller if 870 or 890 nm is used instead of

830, suggesting that better noise performance would be obtained

with that wavelength.

Another source of error is a systematic error in the estimate of

the pathlength factor L(k) used to convert the experimental

measurement of the change in optical density DOD to the change

in absorption coefficient [Eq. (3)]. This pathlength factor is

generally estimated assuming that the absorption change is uniform

throughout the volume of tissue sampled by the detected diffuse

light (Delpy et al., 1988; Duncan et al., 1995). In fact, the brain

activation is occurring in a small localized volume of the tissue.

The correct partial pathlength factor for light that traverses through

this small localized volume depends on its position relative to the

source and detector, its volume, and the optical properties of the

tissues between it and the source and detector. These parameters

are generally not known, and for this reason, estimates of the

correct pathlength factors generally have systematic errors. These

systematic errors can create cross-talk in the estimates of the

changes in the hemoglobin concentrations such that a change in

oxyhemoglobin may appear as a change in deoxyhemoglobin and

vice versa. This issue has been discussed in Boas et al. (2001),

Matcher et al. (1995), Mayhew et al. (1999), Kohl et al. (2000) and

Uludag et al. (2002).

The sensitivity to cross-talk, resulting from a systematic error, is

the same as the sensitivity to random error. Therefore, the

sensitivity to cross-talk is minimized using the same wavelengths

of light that minimize the sensitivity to random error. The

magnitude of the cross-talk can be derived in a few lines of

algebraic manipulation of Eqs. (2) and (4) (Strangman et al., 2003;

Uludag et al., 2002), showing that

D X½ �estim ¼ PD X½ �real þ CD O½ �real ð10Þ
where [X] represents either [HbO2] or [HbR], and correspondingly,

[O] represents the other species [HbR] or [HbO2], respectively. P

indicates the partial pathlength reduction in the estimated species

concentration, and C indicates the cross-talk from the other

species, as given by

P ¼ � k k1ð ÞeX k1ð Þe0 k2ð Þ þ k k2ð Þe0 k1ð ÞeX k2ð Þ
e0 k1ð ÞeX k2ð Þ � eX k1ð Þe0 k2ð Þ½ �

�	

¼ Ak k1ð Þ þ Bk k2ð Þ

C ¼ � e0 k1ð Þe0 k2ð Þ
e0 k1ð ÞeX k2ð Þ � eX k1ð Þe0 k2ð Þ k k1ð Þ � k k2ð Þ½ �

¼ D k k1ð Þ � k k2ð Þ½ � ð11Þ

where ex and eo are the corresponding extinction coefficients, and

k(k) = Lreal(k)/Lestim(k) indicates the error in the pathlength factor

at each wavelength. Note that when the error at each wavelength is

the same, the cross-talk C = 0. The parameters A, B, and D are

simply a function of wavelength and are plotted in (Strangman et

al., 2003). The magnitude of D indicates the cross-talk potential,

which is minimized with the shorter wavelength below 760 nm.

The appearance of cross-talk is shown in Fig. 1. This simple

experiment used a single source and two detectors to measure brain

activation of the motor–sensory cortex of the left hemisphere

during four blocks of 15 s of right-hand finger extension and

flexion and 15 s of rest, using the suboptimal wavelength pair of

780 and 830 nm. The source was posterior to M1 and the two

detectors anterior, 3 cm from the source and approximately 1.5 cm

from each other. In this way, each detector has a different sampling

of the localized change in the cortical absorption coefficient arising
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from the brain activation, and therefore the correct pathlength

factors used for each detector should be different. We followed the

typical procedure of using the same pathlength factor of 18 cm for

each detector. The estimated hemoglobin concentration changes

are shown in Fig. 1. While one detector shows the expected result

of a decrease in HbR, the other nearby detector shows an initial

increase in HbR followed by a decrease. The HbO2 response is

comparable for both detectors and shows the expected increase

with stimulation. Comparison of the HbO2 and HbR time traces

suggests that the biphasic HbR response is cross-talk from HbO2.

The cross-talk of HbR into HbO2 is not as evident since the HbR

concentration change is three times smaller. When we subtract a

fraction of the HbO2 response from the HbR response for the

second detector, the HbR response closely resembles the response

from the first detector, supporting our suspicion of cross-talk.

The example of cross-talk provided in Fig. 1 indicates that

cross-talk does arise in experimental situations. Using the

suboptimal wavelength pair of 780 and 830 nm, the potential for

cross-talk of HbO2 into HbR is more than 10 times greater than

with a wavelength pair of 690 and 830 nm (as seen from Fig. 3c in

Strangman et al., 2003). Choosing the more optimal wavelength

pair significantly reduces the sensitivity to cross-talk. Cross-talk is

further reduced by ensuring that the measurement is maximally

sensitive to the brain activation, that is, by placing the source and

detector directly over the region of brain activation (Strangman et

al., 2003). Carefully following these guidelines will reduce the

contamination of cross-talk, although it will not guarantee that

cross-talk will not appear, contrary to that suggested by Sato et al.

(2004) and Uludag et al. (2002). Cross-talk always has the

potential to appear when model errors are present, as discussed

later and shown in Fig. 7f.
Systemic physiological signal interference

In addition to pathlength factor errors giving rise to cross-talk in

the estimate of the hemoglobin concentrations, there are numerous

sources of systemic signal interference that reduce our sensitivity to

weaker brain activation signals. These systemic signals include

cardiac pulsations, respiration, and blood pressure variations,

including Mayer waves with an approximately 10-s period and

other slower variations. In humans, the cardiac pulsation typically

has a period of 0.7 to 1.5 s and gives rise to a systemic transient
Fig. 2. Optical signal acquired in four positions on the head. The drawing indicate

geometry covers most of the adult head. The optical signals in the four head re

correlated with the independent measurements of blood pressure (red line) and res

fast (1 s) oscillations of the optical signal are strongly correlated with the oscillatio

optical oscillations are also correlated with the respiration signal measured with a
arterial blood volume increase. Respiration typically has a period of

3 to 8 s and varies thoracic pressure causing a modulation of

systemic venous blood volume and a delayed heart rate increase with

a corresponding raise in blood pressure. The arterial blood pressure

varies on multiple time scales including the cardiac pulsation,

respiration, approximately 10-s Mayer waves (Obrig et al., 2000),

and slower N50-s variation. Examples of these different systemic

signals are seen in Fig. 2, which shows typical traces from the scalp

of an adult human compared with independent measures of blood

pressure and respiration. These systemic signals also show a strong

spatial correlation. This is illustrated in Fig. 2, in which are reported

4 of 50measurements acquired over the whole head of a subject. The

measurements were obtained with source-detector separations of 3

cm using a 32-laser and 32-detector continuous-wave diffuse optical

imaging system similar to that described in Franceschini and Boas

(2004) and Franceschini et al. (2003). Note that the temporal

variation of these systemic signals can be as large as 10%, compared

with brain activation signals which are rarely larger than 5% for a

strong finger-tapping stimulus and typically much smaller for most

other stimuli (Chance et al., 1993; Franceschini et al., 2003; Kennan

et al., 2002; Pena et al., 2003). An additional concern is that these

systemic signals have been observed to phase-lockwith certain types

of stimuli, thus confounding the interpretation of the spatial-

temporal maps of brain activation.

To improve the optical sensitivity to brain activation, as well as

the interpretability of the measured hemodynamic response

function, it is necessary to develop signal processing methods that

distinguish the different source signals in space and time. While

such approaches have been discussed extensively in the fMRI

literature where the same systemic signals interfere with the brain

activation signal (Lin et al., 2003; Thirion and Faugeras, 2003),

there has been little application to diffuse optical imaging. Barbour

et al. (2001) have long argued that diffuse optical imaging methods

can provide rich physiological information through analysis of the

systemic dynamic vascular signals. Prince et al. (2003) have

applied state space estimation techniques to the time-varying

reconstruction to distinguish cardiac, respiratory, and brain

activation signals. Zhang et al. (in press) used a principle

component analysis (PCA) to determine the principle spatial

components of the spatial-temporal covariance of baseline optical

data and then used it to filter systemic signal variation from optical

data of brain activation. We will discuss an example of this latter

approach in more detail.
s the positions from which the four DOD signals were collected. This probe

gions are temporally correlated at various time scales and are temporally

piration (blue line). The very slow (30–40 s), slow (approximately 8 s), and

ns of the blood pressure measured with a finger cuff. The approximately 8-s

thoracic strain gauge belt, but delayed by 1–2 s.
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A subject performed 10 blocks of 10 s of right hand finger

tapping followed by 20 s of rest. Measurements were obtained

from 50 different nearest neighbor pairs of sources and detectors as

indicated in Figs. 2 and 3a. The data was band-pass-filtered

between 0.02 and 0.8 Hz and block-averaged. The block-averaged,

spatial-temporal hemodynamic response from 5 s before stimulus

onset to 20 s after, for a total duration of 35 s, is shown in Fig. 3a,

indicated by the blue curves. The curves reflect the measured

increase in optical density at 830 nm. This increase is seen to occur

for almost all source-detector pairs over the head. This increase is

clearly not localized to contralateral motor cortex. It is, however,

strongly correlated with a heart rate increase and associated blood

pressure increase observed to be synchronized with the stimulus

(data not shown).

We used a principle component analysis of the covariance of 300

s of baseline data (i.e., no stimulus induced brain activation) to

identify the major component of spatial covariance in the data as

described in Zhang et al. (in press). We then projected out this spatial

component of the data after band-pass filtering the stimulus data and

before block averaging. The resulting spatial-temporal map of brain

activation is shown by the red lines in Fig. 3a, demonstrating an

absorption increase that is more localized over the contralateral

hemisphere. This is a qualitative observation and suggests that such

signal processing can improve the estimate of the hemodynamic

response to brain activation. However, further quantitative analysis

is required to understand the significance of the benefit particularly

in light of the major limiting assumption of orthogonality between

the signal components in the principle component analysis (Zhang

et al., in press).

The major component of spatial covariance from the baseline

data appeared to be effective at filtering the stimulus-induced

systemic global response to finger tapping. This suggests that the

major component of spatial covariance accounts for the exper-

imentally observed heart rate and systemic blood pressure increase

that was synchronized with the stimulus. This hypothesis can be

explored by comparing the spatial map of the first component of

the PCAwith a spatial map of the temporal cross-correlation of the

baseline optical data and an independent measure from a real-time
Fig. 3. (a) Spatial-temporal map of brain activation in response to 10 blocks of righ

averaged after a temporal band-pass filter between 0.02 and 0.8 Hz; the red curves

with the stimulation period lasting for 10 s, followed by 20 s of baseline. The y-a

second principal component of the optical data at 830 nm obtained during 300 s

blood pressure (c) and respiration (e) during baseline. The optical data was cross
blood pressure finger cuff (homemade device). This comparison is

shown in Figs. 3b,c. The similarity is remarkably good and

supports the hypothesis.

Furthermore, we compared the second component from the

PCA with the cross-correlation of the optical data and an

independent measure of respiration (strain gauge belt, Sleepmate/

Newlife Technologies, Resp-EZ) and once again found remarkable

agreement (Figs. 3d,e). This points to the possibility that, for these

types of measurements, a PCA can distinguish the different

physiological components of the optical data.

More detailed cross-correlation with independent systemic

physiological measures is required to gain greater insight into this

source of physiological signal interference to guide development of

optimized signal processing algorithms for enhancing sensitivity to

brain activation. In addition, quantitative metrics are needed to

assess the improvement in the estimated hemodynamic response

function. This is a particularly challenging problem as physiolog-

ically rigorous models of the hemodynamic response to brain

activation require further experimental validation (Buxton and

Frank, 1997; Buxton et al., 1998).
Improving image resolution with overlapping measurements

The first diffuse optical images of brain activation were

published in 1995 (Maki et al., 1995). For the most part, all such

images published to date were produced by analyzing the

hemodynamic response measured with individual pairs of sources

and detectors and then interpolating the response between the

measurement channels, as described in Franceschini et al. (2000)

and Maki et al. (1995). The resolution is comparable to the source-

detector separation, and quantitative accuracy is compromised

because the obtained image is not an optimal solution of the

inverse problem (Arridge, 1999). Here, we refer to the image

obtained by an optimal solution of the inverse problem as the

diffuse optical tomography (DOT) image. There are only a few

published examples of DOT images of brain hemodynamics, for

example, in rodents (Culver et al., 2003a,b; Siegel et al., 1999), in
t hand finger tapping. The blue curves are the DOD changes at 830 nm block

are the DOD changes obtained after PCA analysis. The x-axis is 35 s long,

xis is from �7% to 7% changes in DOD. (b) and (d) Maps of the first and

of baseline. (c) and (e) Cross-correlation maps of the optical data with the

-correlated with blood pressure and respiration with a 2-s lag.
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newborn human babies (Hintz et al., 2001), and in adult humans

(Bluestone et al., 2001). The advancement of true DOT for brain

activation in humans would improve the image spatial resolution

and quantitative accuracy over that of current interpolating

backprojection methods. This can only be achieved by providing

overlapping measurements of the tissue.

We now present simulations that show the dramatic improve-

ment in spatial resolution when overlapping measurements are

provided. In a recent paper (Boas et al., 2004), we investigated

different probe geometries and concluded that a hexagonal

geometry is the best available option because of current technology

limitations. We set the longer separation to 4.25 cm, which gave us

a shorter separation of 2.5 cm. The absorption imaging matrix A

was calculated using the Rytov approximation for a semi-infinite

medium as described above with lsV = 10 cm�1 and la = 0.1 cm�1.

The sources and detectors were placed on the planar surface of the

medium, and the absorption image was constrained to a plane at a

depth of 1.5 to 2.0 cm below the surface. The vector of

measurements y is given by y = A x where the ith element of x

corresponds to the absorption change in the ith voxel in the plane

at a depth of 1.5 to 2.0 cm. Given the simulated measurements, the

reconstructed image is given by Eq. (6). We compare image

resolution obtained with Eq. (6) with that obtained using an

interpolation backprojection scheme given by Eq. (7) (Walker et

al., 1997). These interpolation images are only shown for nearest

neighbor measurements, as this is standard practice in the diffuse

optical neuroimaging literature to date.

The image performance depends on the position of the

absorption change relative to the sources and detectors. Fig. 4

shows examples of good and bad image performance given a point

absorption change in different locations. Basically, when the

absorption change occurs in a region that is equally sampled by

neighboring measurements, then the images acquired with only

nearest neighbor measurements are significantly blurred since the

spatial ambiguity of the location of the absorption change cannot

be resolved. This extra spatial blurring also results in reduced

image amplitude, as shown in Fig. 4a using the interpolation

imaging scheme and Fig. 4b using diffuse optical tomography with

only nearest neighbor measurements. This ambiguity is resolved

by the addition of overlapping measurements from the second

nearest neighbor measurements (Fig. 4c). Thus, overlapping

measurements provide more spatial uniformity in the image

resolution and image amplitude. While not detailed here, over-

lapping measurements also provide better localization accuracy, as

discussed in Boas et al. (2004).
Fig. 4. Comparison of image reconstruction obtained with an interpolation backp

positions are superimposed in the images, as well as the positions of the two absorp

and that only the tomography image reveals the two absorbers with equal amplitu

methods underestimate the true absorber amplitude due to partial volume effects.
Partial volume errors

As can be seen in Figs. 4a,b, the reconstructed amplitude of the

localized absorption change can depend on its position relative to

the sources and detectors. This results from what is classically

known as a partial volume error. The partial volume error is the

imaging equivalent of the partial pathlength factor used in the

NIRS community as discussed above. In addition to potentially

causing cross-talk, it results in an underestimate of the true

concentration error. So, although numerous publications report

concentration changes in quantitative units, their results are

underestimated due to the partial volume error.

The partial volume error depends on the position of the

localized absorption change relative to the positions of the source

and detector (especially the depth), the spatial extent of the

absorption change, and the optical properties of the tissue. This

dependence can be calculated with the photon diffusion equation as

illustrated in Strangman et al. (2003). The variation of these

parameters limits the ability to compare response amplitude in

different brain regions within a subject and the same region

between subjects. This partial volume problem is partially

addressed by diffuse optical tomographic imaging, which provides

more spatial uniformity. This is exemplified in Fig. 4c, which

shows comparable amplitudes for the same absorption change in

two different locations. Further improvement in quantification

requires better depth resolution, as can be provided by time-domain

measurements (Kohl-Bareis et al., 2002; Steinbrink et al., 2001) or

by prior spatial information from structural and functional MRI.

Further discussion of time-domain methods for imaging brain

activation falls outside of the scope of this paper.
MRI structural and functional spatial priors for improving

quantitative accuracy of diffuse optical imaging

Despite improvements in imaging localization and resolution

afforded by overlapping measurements and spectral imaging (Li et

al., 2004), the limited depth resolution and spatial extent of the

imaging point spread function are likely to render quantitative

estimates of the changes in oxy- and deoxyhemoglobin difficult.

However, the quantitative accuracy can be improved by providing

prior spatial information about the structure of the head and the

location of the brain activation, as is provided by structural and

functional MRI (Barbour et al., 1995; Barnett et al., 2003;

Ntziachristos et al., 2002; Pogue and Paulsen, 1998).
rojection scheme and with tomography. The sources (x) and detectors (o)

tion inhomogeneities (+). Notice that the interpolation image is most blurred

de. The grey scale goes from �1 to 1 in relative image amplitude units. All
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A first step is accurate estimation of the baseline optical

properties of the different tissues in the head. In fact, although we

are primarily interested in imaging changes in the absorption

coefficient, we still need an accurate estimate of the baseline

optical properties of the different tissue structures within the head

to calculate an accurate imaging matrix for Eq. (6). A procedure for

doing this under the guidance of structural MRI has been

investigated in Barnett et al. (2003).

Structural and functional MRI can then be used as a spatial

prior for DOI of brain activation. The accuracy of this spatial prior

depends on the spatial-temporal correlation of fMRI and DOI

during brain activation. We first discuss how structural and

functional MRI can be used as a spatial prior for DOI and then

review the recent advances in exploring their spatial-temporal

correlation. We note that the spatial information provided by MRI

can either be obtained simultaneously with DOI or collected on a

given subject at a separate time. Alternatively, an MRI atlas might

be used to guide DOI.

Cortically constrained diffuse optical image reconstruction of

brain activation

Given an accurate estimate of the head structure and baseline

optical properties, we can then explore the improvement in the

quantitative accuracy in the estimate of the localized absorption

change caused by brain activation. It is known that the absorption

change due to brain activation occurs in the brain and not in the

overlying scalp and skull. Thus, given the structure of the head, it

is straightforward to constrain the image reconstruction of the brain

activation to the cortex. The imaging matrix A from Eq. (6) can be

written as A = [Anoncortex Acortex] where Anoncortex has all voxels

that are not within the cortex, and Acortex contains voxels only from

the cortex. The inversion in Eq. (6) produces an image within all of

the voxels of the head. We can impose a spatial prior indicating that

brain activation and the corresponding absorption change occur

only in the cortex by replacing A in Eq. (6) with Acortex.

In Fig. 5, we compare the image quality of such a full head

reconstruction with a cortically constrained reconstruction. As

described above, we used a hexagonal geometry of sources and

detectors with first and second nearest neighbor measurements (see

Fig 5a). A coronal cross-section of the head is shown in Fig. 5b

with the scalp, skull, subarachnoid space, and grey and white

matter distinguished. The optical properties for each tissue type

were chosen based on the best in vivo estimates available from the

literature (Bevilacqua et al., 1999; Okada et al., 1997; Torricelli et

al., 2001). For the optical properties, we used la = 0.191, 0.136,
Fig. 5. Comparison of image reconstruction with and without a cortical constrai

simulated absorption change. (c) Image reconstructed using DOT and overlappin
0.026, 0.186 cm�1 and lsV = 6.6, 8.6, 0.1, 11.1 cm�1 for scalp,

skull, cerebral spinal fluid, and gray and white matter, respectively

(Franceschini and Boas, 2004; Strangman et al., 2003). The true

simulated brain activation-induced absorption change is depicted in

Fig. 5b. The reconstructed absorption change without and with the

cortical constraint is shown in Figs. 5c,d, respectively, using a

regularization parameter a = 0.01 [Eq. (6)]. Note that the

absorption change without the cortical constraint is reconstructed

in the skull. This is a common problem with minimum norm

regularization, which biases the image towards smaller image

amplitude and which is accomplished by reconstructing the image

in regions with greater measurement sensitivity. For this head

geometry, the measurements are significantly more sensitive to the

scalp and skull than to the brain, thus pulling the reconstructed

absorption change towards the surface of the head and under-

estimating the magnitude of the absorption change. The cortically

constrained image reveals the absorption change in the proper

location, but the reconstructed image is flattened towards the

cortex near the skull where the measurement sensitivity is greatest.

Nonetheless, the reconstructed absorption change with the cortical

constraint is within 10% of the true absorption change. This

accuracy was achieved because the true absorption change was

close to the surface of the head, and its diameter was close to the

imaging point-spread function. A smaller diameter absorption

change would be reduced by blurring. A true absorption change

deeper in the cortex would be reconstructed closer to the surface

and thus would have a smaller absorption coefficient.

Depth accuracy, and thus amplitude accuracy, can be further

improved by employing a functional MRI of brain activation as a

statistical spatial prior for reconstructing the absorption change in a

localized region within the cortex. This is similar to work in which

an fMRI spatial prior constrains the spatial source localization in

the MEG and EEG inverse problem (Dale et al., 2000). A statistical

spatial prior has been used in diffuse optical imaging of breast

cancer, in which an x-ray mammogram was used as a prior in the

diffuse optical image (Li et al., 2003).

Temporal correlation of fMRI and diffuse optical imaging

The appropriateness of fMRI as a statistical spatial prior on the

optical image depends on the spatial-temporal correlation of the two

different imaging modalities. The fMRI–BOLD signal arises from

the paramagnetic properties of deoxyhemoglobin, and thus a

correlation is expected between the BOLD signal and the optical

deoxyhemoglobin signal. In recent years, a number of studies have

been published comparing hemoglobin concentration changes
nt. (a) Probe geometry on a 3D segmented head. (b) True location of the

g measurements. (d) Image reconstructed with a cortical constraint.
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measured with NIRS and BOLD–fMRI signals in humans

(Kleinschmidt et al., 1996; Strangman et al., 2002; Toronov et al.,

2001). While all theoretical studies to date support the expectation

of a strong correlation between deoxyhemoglobin and BOLD,

experimental confirmation remains controversial. In some publica-

tions, better temporal correlation between oxyhemoglobin and

BOLD has been reported (Hoshi et al., 2001; Strangman et al.,

2002), while others (MacIntosh et al., 2003; Siegel et al., 2003;

Toronov et al., 2001) have shown better correlation between BOLD

and deoxyhemoglobin. This discrepancy in the literature is due to

insufficient temporal resolution and low SNR in both the NIRS and

fMRI signals.

It is known that a typical hemodynamic response to brain

activation is initiated by an increase in blood flow and total

hemoglobin (HbT) concentration, possibly preceded by an increase

in oxygen consumption (Buxton et al., 1998; Malonek et al., 1997),

followed by a venous washout of deoxyhemoglobin delayed by 1

to 2 s relative to the total hemoglobin increase (Frostig et al., 1990;

Jasdzewski et al., 2003; Kwong et al., 1992; Malonek and

Grinvald, 1996; Obrig et al., 1996; Ogawa et al., 1992; Wolf et

al., 2002). The initial total hemoglobin increase occurs within the

arterial vascular compartment and is concomitant with an increase

in oxyhemoglobin. Oxyhemoglobin then increases above total

hemoglobin as it displaces deoxyhemoglobin from the veins. Thus,

an fMRI and optical comparison with good temporal resolution and

signal-to-noise ratio should be able to clearly distinguish a BOLD

correlation with deoxyhemoglobin or oxyhemoglobin based on the

early temporal response to brain activation. This comparison has

been made with an event-related 2-s finger-tapping task by Huppert

et al. (2004). Fig. 6a shows the typical hemodynamic response

recorded via both modalities for a single subject who performed 27

instances of the task in 6 min. The hemodynamic response begins

within 1–3 s following the start of subject finger tapping, with the

expected increase in oxyhemoglobin preceding that in deoxyhe-

moglobin by approximately 1.5 s. A cross-correlation comparison

between normalized BOLD and optical response profiles showed

significant differences from zero for the period 0- to 15-s

poststimulus onset and yielded R values of 0.976, 0.781, and

0.636 for the zero-lag coefficients between HbR/BOLD, HbO2/

BOLD, and HbT/BOLD, respectively [P values = 5.52e�20;

3.47e�7; 1.65e�4]. The BOLD response was also shifted by 1.5 s

relative to the onset of the oxyhemoglobin response and aligned
Fig. 6. (a) Response functions of hemoglobin concentrations and BOLD for event

BOLD and DOI optical recordings of the primary motor cortex. (b) Normalized a

visualization of the four variables on the same linear scale. The deoxyhemoglobin

deoxyhemoglobin and BOLD.
fully with the deoxyhemoglobin profile, as shown in the

normalized comparison of the responses in Fig. 6b.

These data clearly indicate that the BOLD signal correlates

more strongly with the optical measurements of HbR than with

HbO2 and HbT, in agreement with theoretical expectations.

Confirmation of this temporal correlation on additional subjects

will further motivate the use of the fMRI–BOLD signal as a spatial

prior for DOI to improve the quantitative estimate of the HbR

change during activation. But first, a detailed spatial correlation of

DOI and fMRI is required.

Spatial correlation of fMRI and diffuse optical imaging

Comparisons of the spatial correlation of fMRI and DOI are

beginning to appear in the literature (Kleinschmidt et al., 1996;

Strangman et al., 2002; Toronov et al., 2001). The spatial

correlation is strong in the somatosensory cortex of the rat (Culver

et al., 2003b). This comparison is aided by the good optical

resolution afforded by overlapping measurements. In our experi-

ence with human subjects, while a qualitative spatial correlation is

easy to observe, it has been difficult to find a strong quantitative

spatial correlation. In our experience with simultaneous fMRI and

DOI, we often observe the DOI localized activation displaced 2 to

3 cm from the fMRI when we expect to find them spatially

coregistered. This discrepancy could easily result from the spatial

transformation between the MRI coordinate system and the DOI

coordinate system. While the MRI coordinate system is in true 3D

space, DOI images are usually produced assuming a flat planar

surface underneath the array of sources and detectors. This

distortion from the curved surface of the head to a flat surface

could produce the spatial misregistration of fMRI and DOI that is

often observed.

To overcome this problem, the optical images need to be

reconstructed within the proper curved surface of the head and

with the cortical constraint, since we know from simulation

studies that otherwise the DOI depth will be incorrect, possibly

producing a bias in the lateral coordinates. Alternatively, as a

first step, the fMRI brain activation image can be radially

projected within coronal slices onto the surface of the scalp for

comparison with the measured optical signals. The channel with

the maximum optical response to brain activation should

correspond to the source-detector pair that is closest to the
-related finger tapping as measured through simultaneously acquired fMRI–

nd rescaled response functions for the event-related finger tapping to allow

data have also been inverted to emphasize the strong correlation between



Fig. 7. (a) Coregistration of the position of optical sources (pink) and detectors (white) on the structural MRI of the subject. (b) Maximum intensity radial

projection of the fMRI t statistic image on to the scalp. The source and detector positions are overlaid to reveal the spatial correlation of the optical signals and the

BOLD signal. (c) and (d) Coronal slices through the maximum fMRI response (d) and 1 cm posterior (c). (e) and (f) Hemoglobin concentration time traces

measuredwith source 2 and detectors 3 and 2, respectively, in relative units. Red oxyhemoglobin, blue deoxyhemoglobin. The stimulus starts at t = 0 s and lasts 2 s.
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maximum fMRI response as projected onto the surface of the

scalp.

We have begun to perform this latter comparison and show

our first result in Fig. 7. A structural MRI of the subject was

obtained to provide anatomical guidance for the fMRI and to

localize the fiber optic fiducials on the scalp. The array of four

sources and eight detectors localized on the scalp is shown in Fig.

7a. The sources delivered light to the scalp at 690 and 830 nm.

The nearest neighbor distance between sources and detectors was

3.0 cm, while the distance between sources and between detectors

was 1.9 cm. The same event-related finger-tapping paradigm as

shown above for the temporal correlation was used for the spatial

correlation. A maximum intensity radial projection of the fMRI t

statistic image on to the scalp performed in each coronal slice is

shown in Fig. 7b with the overlay of the optical sources and

detectors. From this flattened projection, it is clear that the most

significant fMRI response occurs between source 2 and detector

2. In Figs. 7e,f, we show the optical estimates of the hemoglobin

concentration changes measured with source 2 and detectors 3

and 2, respectively. Our most significant optical response was

found posterior to the fMRI response between source 2 and

detector 3. An inspection of the coronal slices through the

maximum fMRI response and 1 cm posterior in the region of the

maximum optical response (Figs. 7d,c, respectively) reveals a

slightly less significant fMRI response in the region of the

maximum optical response. Significantly, however, this more

posterior fMRI response is more superficial in the cortex and

closer to the surface of the head, such that the optical measure-

ment has higher sensitivity. Interestingly, the more anterior

response is deeper in the brain, and the corresponding optical

measurement between source 2 and detector 2 appears to have

some cross-talk of HbO2 into HbR, as could result from improper

modeling of the pathlength factors due to the depth of the brain

activation.

It is clear that this type of spatial comparison can provide

quantitative details about the spatial correlation of BOLD and

DOI. This first example underscores the importance of consid-
ering the depth of the fMRI response when exploring the spatial

correlation with DOI, as the DOI sensitivity drops exponentially

with depth.
Summary

Near-infrared spectroscopy is able to measure hemodynamic,

metabolic (Boas et al., 2003; Heekeren et al., 1999), and fast

neuronal responses to brain activation (Franceschini and Boas,

2004; Gratton et al., 1997; Steinbrink et al., 2000; Wolf et al.,

2002) with inexpensive and portable instrumentation. These

capabilities are making NIRS, in its present technological state,

an important tool in cognition and the neurosciences. The

extension of NIRS to diffuse optical imaging will improve the

sensitivity, resolution, and accuracy of the optical estimates of the

hemodynamic response to brain activation (as well as the metabolic

and neuronal response). We identified many issues and illustrated

some potential solutions that should be further addressed and

explored with much research over the next several years.
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